
Notes on Control Clusters A-F

3  (A)   Eastern Re-entrant, NW part

222 was correctly placed in the NW arm of the forking re-entrant.
221 was in the SW arm
223 was in the lower/eastern part

17 (B)   NW Hill, SW Foot

225 was correcly placed at the SW foot of the hill
226 was placed a few metres east of 225, which I would describe as the Southern Foot
224 was on the NW slope of the hill (not really at a foot, as the slope continued down further into 
the re-entrant)

4  (C)   Hill, N Foot

227 was correctly placed at foot of the hill, pretty much north of the highest point of the hill.
228 was on the NW foot
229 was in the re-entrant SW of the hill
230 was placed at the N Foot of a different hill, to the SW of the hill in the circle

7  (D)   Middle Re-entrant

232 was correctly placed in a middle re-enrant at the centre of the circle
231 was in a re-entrant just SW of 232, which would also be described as "Middle Re-entrant", 
however it was not in the centre of the circle.
233 was in another re-entrant firther to the SW
229 was in a re-entrant just NE of 232

9  (E)   Middle Re-entrant, Upper Part

236 was correctly placed up in the eastern arm of the forking re-entrant
234 was in the northern arm
235 was in the lower/eastern part
240 was higher up, in a small re-entrant between two hills, just west of 236

12  (F)   Re-entrant

239 was correctly placed on the middle contour, mid-way up the re-entrant and opposite the spur to 
the NW of it
237 was in the lower part of the re-entrant, opposite the steep re-entrant to the NW of it
238 was in the upper part of the re-entrant, right at the head of it, and close to the saddle across to 
the deep depression to the north
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